
 

Bridging the Worlds: 

Psychospiritual and Therapeutic Shamanism 

Module 1: Creating an Altar & Activation 

 

An altar is a space that is sacred for you and which you dedicate to your connection with sprit 

a threshold between the worlds. An altar can be indoors or outdoors. It can be permanent or 

portable. The objects on an altar are more than symbolic representations. They hold the very 

energy and power of that which they represent. For instance, when the shaman invites certain 

spirits to attend a ceremony, it is believed that their energies reside in the objects on the altar 

for the time of the ceremony.  

 

Your personal altar holds your spiritual intent and is a place of your connection to spirit, a 

focal point for the sacred in your life. It assists you in your spiritual undertaking, be it 

meditation, a ritual, a ceremony, a quest or healing. An altar is not static, although a basic 

structure – such as a wheel - is often observed and the basic objects often stay the same. But 

generally speaking, a shamanic altar is alive. It will be adjusted, depending on the work you 

will be doing and on your own development, and it will, over time, take on a life of its own. 

You may, for example, want to represent your spirit helpers or you might craft an object with 

the intent to bring something into your life that needs to have a place on your altar, to help 

it to manifest. 

 



Your altar should be personal and meaningful to you. Here are guidelines for a basic design. 

Please use 1 - 4 to create your altar for the course.  

 

1. A cloth: a piece of fabric that is beautiful and meaningful to you.  

2. A centrepiece: most people use a candle, signifying ‘that, which always was and will 

always be’.  

3. The four directions of the wheel: leaving a bit of distance around the centrepiece, 

build up the four directions. In my portable altar I use crystals and stones, one in 

each direction: the east (a red calcite), south (a blue crystal), west (an obsidian) and 

north (a clear quartz). I chose these for their colours and because each holds a story, 

significant to me. But please chose whatever feels right to you.  

4. The four directions of the wheel: On my altar at home I use a shell for the south, a 

crystal for the West, a feather for the north and another crystal for the East.  

5. Additional elements and objects: you can represent the four elements – water, fire, 

air, earth and power objects as long as they have meaning for you and are put there 

with a spiritual intent.  

 

Your altar has to be sacred and beautiful to you. Some altars I have come across are very 

powerful, but not what I would call ‘beautiful’ and others are very beautiful, but feel more 

like a piece of art, rather than ‘sacred’. As long as your altar engages the sacred, it is best that 

you find your own way.  

 

How to create your basic altar 

Take some time to construct your altar. Be aware that you can change it, but don’t 

wait for ‘all the right objects’ to show up before you start. If you can find a cloth you 

like, a candle for the centre and four stones to mark the four directions, you can get 

started. From there your altar will grow naturally.  

1. Collect and cleanse the objects you want to put on the altar. Either wash them 

and leave them in the air to dry, or at least smudge them if you know how to do 

that. 

2. Sit for a while to still yourself. Call in spirit. State your intent – namely, creating 

an altar – and invite spirit to infuse your altar with beneficial energy.  



3. Next, take each object into your hands before putting it on the altar, and ask 

spirit to accept this as (intent: whatever it represents). Hold it for a while and 

energise it with your intent. Energising the object is important because your 

objects will, over time, turn into power objects. Speak the intent aloud when you 

place it on the altar. Do this with each object.  

4. Afterwards, drum or rattle around the altar space - or use whatever else feels 

right, a spray or just your intent) to seal the energy into the space and then sit 

for a while, meditating on your creation. You might find that you already get 

some ideas about putting more on the altar, or taking something away, or that a 

piece on the altar begins to ‘speak to you’. Be creative.  

5. Finally, thank spirit for their help and ask for their blessing for your altar.  

 

Remember that the items on your altar are there to be containers of spirit. They hold the very 

energy of what they represent and are there to be used and worked with. And also remember 

that you can change your altar at any time.  

 

 

Energetic activation of altar and representational pieces  

For main directions and center  

Smudge the piece - take it into your right hand – both palms to heaven – tone – e.g. 
Pachamama – you open up to the energies of earth and nature and all the allies and healing 
forces within it  

Bring the piece to your lips – take a deep breath, acknowledge and imagine its medicine – 
blow – put on the altar – seal the energies by snapping your fingers or use a rattle.  

Do the same with all directions and their energies.  

Sit with your altar for a while, asking spirit to bless it.  

 

For other pieces (power animals, ancestors)  

Smudge the representation piece - take it into your left hand. Hold it up to the heavens and 
imagine the powers to flow into the piece – use your intent and your visualisation.  



Bring the right hand up underneath the left hand. Bring both hands up to the heavens. Bring 
then down to your third eye, then to your heart chakra.  

Bring the piece to your lips. Take a very deep breath. Imagine it’s powers and then blow 
them into the piece (shamanic breath). Put it on your altar. Seal the energies by snapping 
your fingers or rattle.  

 


